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ABSTRACT
In this Major Qualifying Project, we present a novel anomaly detection system for computernetworks and a visualization system to help users explore network captures. The detectionalgorithm uses Robust Principal Component Analysis to produce a lower dimensional
subspace of the original data for which a sparse matrix of outliers occurs. This low dimensional
data subspace is determined by a novel contribution of this MQP to the standard practice of
robust principal component analysis revolving around the relaxation parameter λ. These outliers
from the low dimensional subspace can be thought of as features. Based on these features,
firewall logs are classified as anomalous through a Random Forest classification trained on one
type of anomaly. One of our key contributions is understanding the relationship between λ and
the underlying random forest detection algorithm. This detection system produces anomaly
predictions which are visualized in this MQP. The visualization system has been designed to
help cyber security analysts sort anomalies by attribute and view them in the context of normal
network activity. The system consists of an overview of firewall logs, a detail view of each log, and
a feature view where an analyst can see which features of the firewall log were implicated in the
anomaly detection algorithm. The ability of each view to influence its sub-view allows users to
sort through the traffic based on firewall attribute and refine their search down to individual
anomalies.
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INTRODUCTION
1.1 Introduction
In recent years computer networks have become more prevalent throughout society. As the
uses for computer networks have expanded, the networks themselves have become integral in
the functions of everyday life. As such an important part of society, these computer networks
must be both stable and reliable, and maintaining these networks is a quickly evolving field of
study. This project focuses on detecting anomalies in network traffic as a way to assist with the
process of network protection.
As an initial measure, we must define what exactly a cyber security network anomaly is. A
cyber security network anomaly in real-world data must be defined in the context of computer
network analysis as well as mathematics. In terms of computer networks, numerous types of
anomalies may occur including:
• extreme anomalies (such as a distributed denial of service attack (DDoS))
• moderate anomalies (such as port scans)
• subtle anomalies (such as a buffer overflow attack)
Therefore, anomalies can be defined as cases that differ in some way from the normal
operations of a network. In particular, one method for detecting a specific type of anomaly is
understanding the causes of the anomaly. Once the causes of the anomaly are understood, a
list of rules can be developed to determine if a new case follows the same format as a previous
anomaly. Therefore, each new case that follows the same guidelines as a previous anomaly would
be labeled anomalous. For this method of anomaly detection, knowing the type of anomalies that
can occur in the data is important.
1
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Creating lists of rules for each type of anomaly is not feasible for all data, especially when a
new type of anomaly is introduced into the data. Without having a previous rule set to detect
an anomaly, a new type of anomaly would not be detected. For this report, we will focus on
understanding normal cases of the computer network, and we will define anomalies as cases that
are differ from normal.
In order to determine normal cases for computer networks, we used low-dimensional rep-
resentations of data measured from computer networks to define anomalies [2]. For real world
data, such as firewall logs from a cyber security network, a low dimensional subspace of the data
can often be found such that the low-dimensional subspace maintains the information of the
normal space. A classic approach to this type of anomaly detection is using Principal Component
Analysis (PCA) to reduce the data to a low-dimensional subspace and then detect data which
does not lie on the low-dimensional subspace to be anomalous [2].
An important piece of information to note, is that the selection of features that create the
original data set can greatly affect the results. For this report, we preprocessed the network data
and performed feature engineering to generate adequate features for our firewall logs. We will
demonstrate that the selection of these features can produce a low-dimensional subspace with
good detection accuracy for anomalies.
Traditionally, computing a low-dimensional subspace that approximates a set of data is done
by PCA [3]. Given a collection of points, PCA computes a linear projection of the points to a
low-dimensional subspace that minimizes the Frobenius norm of the difference between the
original points and the projected points [2, 3].
However, PCA is sensitive to all forms of outliers. This leads the distance between the subspace
and the outliers to be small, and challenging for the anomaly detection problem. Therefore, this
report will focus on robust Principal Component Analysis (RPCA). In [4], RPCA expands upon
PCA to incorporate a unique parameter which can reduce the sensitivity to outliers. In [4],
the focus is on the problem of recovery. The recovery problem focuses on recovering the true
low-dimensional subspace which spans the given data. For this problem, the optimal value for
the unique parameter is proven. For our problem of determining a low-dimensional subspace
which detects anomalies the best, the optimal parameter is not known. Therefore, one focus of
this report is on the determination of the optimal parameter in RPCA.
As previously mentioned, one method for detecting anomalies is to predict all data which does
not lie on a low-dimensional data subspace to be anomalous. In some cases, not all of these outliers
are actually anomalous. Therefore, detection/classification algorithms can be implemented to
determine which of these outliers are anomalous. This report will also focus on improving the
basic detection algorithm utilized in [2].
Once anomalies are detected, we create a web-based visualization system to assist users with
exploring the data set and investigating the detected anomalies. Our system allows users to drill
down to see specific details about the anomalies, and provides users with context between the
2
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anomaly and regular network traffic. Although anomaly detection and visualization of anomalies
have both been studied previously, this report uniquely combines the two topics. This report is a
novel product of the intersection of these two fields of anomaly detection and visualization within
mathematics and computer science.
The highlights of our results include:
1. Feature Engineering with Network Knowledge to develop a set of features describing
measurements from the network.
2. Development of an empirical parameter for Robust Principal Component Analysis (RPCA)
that performs substantially better than the standard parameter provided by theory when
applied to the anomaly detection problem.
3. Development of a new decision rule for detecting anomalies. The decision rule produces
more accurate predictions of anomalies within the computer network.
4. Development of a novel visualization system for representing a network and the anomalies
within the network. This visualization allows users to see and interact with the results of
the anomaly detection algorithm to better understand significant attacks on a computer
network.
In this report we will discuss the data set we used for this project as well as background
information on related works in anomaly detection and visualization. We will also describe both
the anomaly detection and visualization systems, the processes that we used to develop them,
and how these systems, working in concert, can serve as a tool to assist analysts in the field of
cyber security.
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2
DATA SET
2.1 VAST 2011 Data Set
The VAST (Visual Analytics in Science and Technology) Challenge[1] provides a competition
in visual analytics to advance the field. For this project, we have utilized the data from the VAST
2011 Mini Challenge 2 (MC2) data set. This challenge focused on a fictitious company: All Freight
Corporation. The creators of the challenge provide a visualization for the company’s enterprise as
a whole as well as a solution document detailing the attacks that took place on the network. VAST
2011 MC2 provides firewall logs, packet capture (PCAP) files, and Snort Intrusion Detection
System (IDS) logs for three days during which anomalies occurred. For this project, we used the
firewall logs from this data set.
The Network diagram, shown in Figure 2.1, is provided by the issuers of the VAST 2011 MC2
data set. We used this figure to engineer our set of features from the original firewall log files.
The firewall logs that we analyzed from the VAST 2011 data set contained a three day span
of regular network traffic as well as multiple instances of cyber security attacks carried out on
the network. Originally we planned to use the PCAP data files from the VAST 2011 MC2, but
we found that the attacks we were interested in were not extant in the PCAP data. This was
because the attacks all involved packets from the Internet going to the company’s External Web
Server. The packet capture files only captured data that passed through the company’s Cisco
Switch. Because the attacks only went from the Internet to the External Web Server, they never
passed through the switch, only the company’s firewall. Therefore firewall logs were chosen for
the anomaly detection algorithms and visualizations presented in this report.
4
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Figure 2.1: Network Diagram - VAST 2011 Mini Challenge 2 [1]
2.2 Ground Truth
The VAST 2011 MC2 data set was obtained from the Visual Analytics Benchmark Repository
provided by the University of Maryland. The mini-challenge comes with a task description, a
network diagram, and MC2 core data document. These documents describe the challenge and go
into detail on the setup of the company and its network. The actual dataset consists of PCAP
files, firewall logs, Snort IDS logs, and Nessus security scans for all three days, separated by day.
It also contains an aggregated file of syslogs for all the hosts on the network. This mini-challenge
comes complete with an answer guide which details each attack, gives context to the reader
on where the attacks can be found, and provides examples of lines in the firewall log where
the attacks appear. We refer to attack information provided by this document as ground truth
5
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information. All of the attacks that we focused on in this project were manifested in the firewall
log, as explained in section 2.1.
The answer guide document for this data set allowed us to see which attacks on the network
we would be able to pursue with our anomaly detection methods. We used this information
to choose three attacks, which we will discuss in depth in Section 2.4. The knowledge of exact
firewall logs that contained attacks was utilized in testing the accuracy of the detection algorithm.
2.3 Data Set Error
During the course of mapping attacks to the firewall logs they corresponded to, we realized
that there was a disconnect between the description of the Remote Desktop Protocol policy
violation and its manifestation in the firewall logs. The RDP attack was described as taking place
only on day 2 of the data set, yet this attack spanned back one day prior to when it was described
in the answer guide. Since the total size of all the firewall logs was so large, we avoided running
queries on the entire length to prevent long wait times. Instead, we opted to map activity day by
day. Due to discrepancies, such as this one in the Remote Desktop Protocol policy violation, we
had to go back and manually ensure we did not miss any attack information outside of the days
given by the answer key.
2.4 Significant Attacks
These firewall logs, provided by the VAST 2011 Challenge, contained connection status
information about machines whose connections passed through the company firewall. They
captured information on several attacks embedded within regular network traffic. These attacks
were characterized by a violation of either company policies or United States law (Computer
Fraud and Abuse Act). We focused on three distinct types of attacks, even though the data set
included others. We chose to avoid attacks that involved social engineering, because the network
data representations of these attacks would not be meaningfully different from normal traffic.
The attacks that we chose to focus on were:
1. Denial of Service (DoS)
2. Unauthorized Remote Desktop Protocol (RDP)
3. Undocumented Computer added to the network
The Denial of Service attack occurred on day one of the firewall captures. This attack consisted
of a sustained flood of network traffic originating from five separate Internet based IP addresses.
This flood of network traffic amounted to 9,994,443 firewall logs in a one hour time span ( 166,574
connections per minute). This amount of network traffic was enough to bring down a single web
server, assuming each log corresponded to a connection request. Connections from each IP were
6
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overlayed, although mostly separate such that each IP sustained their own flood of connections
separately from the time of the others. The attack was likely orchestrated to slow down or
impede use of the company’s network. Because of the nature of the attack (a massive amount of
packets/firewall logs), the attack was easily identified in the Network Overview component of our
visualization, which displays traffic density over time.
The RDP attack consisted of 8 firewall logs, spanning two separate days, where a company
machine was remotely connected to from an Internet IP address. This is an action that was
prohibited according to company policy. This attack was much harder to spot from the simple
overview traffic visualization, so we had to begin engineering features that could help us to
identify this attack and others like it. The attack became apparent in the visualization when
sorting traffic by firewall log attributes.
Much like the RDP attack, the Undocumented Computer Added to the network event consisted
of very few firewall logs. There were three firewall logs spanning two minutes that captured
the addition of this undocumented computer. These logs also did not differ as significantly from
normal network traffic as the logs did in the previous attacks, so this attack proved the most
difficult to detect.
To begin running anomaly detection and analysis on these attacks, we had to build a rich set
of features to represent each firewall log.
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FEATURE ENGINEERING
3.1 Data Setup
Our data source consisted of the daily firewall log CSV files from the VAST2011 MC2,
described in Section 2.1. Each log in the firewall files consisted of one row with 15 columns, or
features. These rows were iteratively parsed and processed using csvparser in Python. The task
of processing each log consisted of extracting a feature set in a format that would be useful to the
anomaly detection algorithm. Originally, our feature set consisted of an enumeration of the fields
from the .csv files and was tested by running Python’s matplotlib Principal Component Analysis
(PCA) functions on the output feature set.
In this report, we implemented a linear dimension reductions algorithm that was a modified
version of Robust Principal Component Analysis. Since the algorithm implemented was linear,
the format of our features needed to be one-hot encoded [5]. For this method of one-hot encoding,
a feature whose response that was not binary was converted into several features with binary
responses. For instance, a feature such as IP or port numbers, could have values that were
numerically similar, (eg. port 20 and 22), yet meaningfully different (FTP (File Transfer Protocol)
data transfer vs SSH (Secure Shell) logins). Therefore, changing the feature of port number to
several features with binary responses permitted the linear dimension reduction algorithm to
view these features as different, even though they were numerically similar.
Because of this, we transitioned towards a more uniform feature set. Each field had only a
value of 0 or 1, and the features were things such as "Source IP: Workstation," where the value
would be 1 if the firewall log had a source IP within the range of workstation IP’s specified by the
VAST 2011 MC2 network map. In this way, we created a feature set that had general coverage
of the network and encompassed source and destination IP’s, source and destination ports, and
8
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protocols. However, this left us with only around 40 features, which was not enough to run the
algorithms for anomaly detection.
3.2 Insufficient Features Example
For the anomaly detection algorithm to accurately predict attacks, the firewall logs being
predicted on needed to be distinguishable. Firewall logs that were known to be attacks needed to
vary from the firewall logs that were known to not be attacks. The set of features was instrumental
in ensuring this. If there were too few features describing the firewall logs, then some attack
logs would have been identical to non-attack logs. This was the case with our set of 40 features,
described in the previous section.
5,000 lines from the firewall logs were chosen during the first day of VAST 2011 data where
there were no attacks. Of these 5,000 logs, all duplicate logs were eliminated. This left 33 unique
logs in accordance to the features chosen. The anomaly detection algorithm, explained in section
4.3, used these logs as training data.
Additionally, 5,000 firewall logs were chosen from the second day, which included the RDP
anomaly. Of these 5,000 firewall logs, one log was an anomaly. This set of logs also had duplicate
logs removed such that only unique firewall logs remained. Of the 5,000 logs, there were 27
unique logs based off the features chosen. Each unique log was marked with the count of how
many times the log occurred in the original slice of data. The remote desktop protocol anomaly
log was represented as the 11th unique log out of 27.
The count of the 11th unique log was 2,409. This indicated that the attack log was identical to
2,408 other logs, which were not attacks, which we knew from the ground truth data. Therefore
the anomaly detection algorithm had no method to detect between these identical logs because
the features were not adequate to distinguish the anomaly from regular traffic.
Additionally, the attack log from the RDP attack was identical to logs within the original slice
of data from day 1. The data from day 1 was what the algorithm was trained on and included
no attacks. This implied that the attack log would never be marked as anomalous since the
algorithm was trained on data that contained an identical log, and was told the data contained no
attacks. Therefore the features were again not sufficient to detect the Remote Desktop Protocol
anomaly.
From this information, it was imperative to improve the feature set to make sure no attack
logs were identical to any non-attack logs.
3.3 Creation of Sufficient Features
In order to create a richer feature set we decided to make features programmatically, rather
than extracting feature’s solely based on their presence as a firewall log column. For every
firewall attribute we extracted each unique value the column could take on and turned those
9
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values into another output feature. For example, priority can take on the following values: Info,
Warning, Emerg (meaning emergency). These values were turned into the output features: isInfo,
isWarning, isEmerg. Since we lacked administrative knowledge of the company network, we
decided that using a script to automate this process on the entire firewall logs would be an
appropriate substitute to manually covering all internal machines IPs, destination service ports,
and Cisco message codes. This gave us full coverage of every IP range, destination services,
and Cisco message codes used in the three day timespan. We used knowledge of destination
service ports to structure additional features based on destination ports. This meant covering port
ranges such as 0 - 1024 with additional higher ports for services such as RDP (port 3389) while
avoiding a complete enumeration of 65535 port numbers or 65535 additional output features.
This became an iterative processes as we went back and forth deciding which additional features
were necessary to uniquely identify each known anomaly. The process eventually yielded a final
set of 555 unique features, which were enough to run the algorithms necessary to train on the
data and detect anomalies. The size of our eventual feature set meant that enough information
was captured to make anomalous firewall logs distinct from regular firewall logs.
3.4 Slices of Firewall Logs
Once the set of features was created, we split up the firewall logs into small slices in order to
run anomaly detection on each type of attack. From the three days of firewall logs, we analyzed
five slices of 5,000 entries. These 5,000 entries contained information from the 555 features
explained above. We needed a slice that covered each attack that we wanted to analyze, as well
as two slices that captured only regular network traffic. The regular traffic slices were used in
the training of the anomaly detection algorithm (explained in section 4.3).
3.4.1 Slice 1
The first slice of firewall logs was from day 1. This chunk of data included no known attacks
and is used for training the anomaly detection algorithm on clean data.
3.4.2 Slice 2 (DoS)
This second slice of firewall logs was also from day 1. These logs included the Denial of
Service (DoS) attack within them. We started this slice less than a second before the attack began.
Additionally, because of the nature of DoS attack, for these 5,000 logs, 4,963 of the firewall logs
were part of the DoS attacks. This chunk of data was used in the detection algorithm and is
referred to as the DoS attack slice.
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3.4.3 Slice 3 (RDP)
This third slice of firewall logs was from day 2 during the remote desktop protocol (RDP)
anomaly. This included the two firewall logs which contained this anomaly. The rest of the slice
was very similar to the "clean" data from slices 1 and 4. This slice of data was used in the detection
algorithm and is referred to as the RDP attack.
3.4.4 Slice 4
This fourth slice was another slice of data, like the first slice, which contained no known
anomalies. This data was pulled from day 3 and was also used to train the anomaly detection
algorithm, along with slice 1.
3.4.5 Slice 5 (UC)
The final slice of data analyzed is a section of firewall logs containing the Undocumented
Computer Added to the network on day 3. This section of data was determined from the solution
set from the VAST challenge. Due to a typo in the solution document for the VAST 2011 MC2,
the original section of logs that were indicated to contain the anomaly did not. After finding the
actual time that the attack occurred in the firewall logs, we chose a slice of 5,000 firewall logs
which contained the 4 logs related to the undocumented computer being added to the network.
3.5 Removing Duplicate Firewall logs
Once the five slices of firewall logs, each containing 5,000 logs with 555 features represented,
were created they were modified to optimize the speed of the Robust Principal Component
Analysis. In each of the slices containing 5,000 firewall logs, there were repeat logs. A repeat log
is a log which is identical to a previous log based on the features chosen. These duplicate logs
do not affect the dimension reduction algorithm and therefore are unnecessary to include until
testing the accuracy of the predictions. With this understanding, new slices were created which
contained only the unique firewall logs and kept track of the locations of the attacks.
A python program was written to read in the .csv file of original slices provided from the
feature engineering. This .csv file is a 5,000 by 555 matrix where the rows are the firewall logs
and the columns are the features. Each duplicate firewall log, or row, was removed. Each unique
log was marked with the count of how many times the log occurred in the original slice and the
new locations of known attacks were saved. This left the the slices in order with 1,212, 21, 106,
519, and 1,309 unique firewall logs. The 2,963 attack firewall logs in the DoS attack slice were all
duplicates of 3 unique firewall logs. Otherwise, the two attack firewall logs in the RDP attack
were unique as well as the four attack firewall logs in the undocumented computer added to the
network attack.
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ANOMALY DETECTION METHODS
Once the slices of firewall logs were selected and duplicates were removed, the next step was
anomaly detection. In this section, background information on dimension reduction algorithms,
as well as the methods used in [2] for anomaly detection, will be presented.
4.1 PCA
Principal Component Analysis (PCA) can be used for several different analyses of data. PCA
can be used to extract the most important information from a data set, compress the data while
keeping the most important information, and simplify the data [6]. This report will focus on the
dimension reduction, or compression methods, of PCA.
For this report, Y ∈ Rm×n where each column vector, [y0,...,yn], represents a firewall log from
the VAST 2011 data set. Each column vector yi ∈ Rm contains the m features of the firewall log
determined by the feature engineering of the data set described in section 3.3.
Given a matrix Y ∈ Rm×n, Y can be factored into the form:
Y =UΣV T(4.1)
where U ∈ Rm×m is unitary, Σ ∈ Rm×n is a diagonal matrix whose entries (σ) are the singular
values of Y, and V T ∈ Rn×n is a unitary matrix whose columns are eigenvectors of Y [7]. Sin-
gular values are similar to eigenvalues but are not always equivalent to. Singular values and
eigenvalues are only equivalent when the original matrix is a square, real, symmetric matrix
with nonnegative eigenvalues (positive-definite matrix). A low dimensional projection of Y can be
computed with singular values.
Definition 4.1.1. A low dimensional projection of Y, is a matrix Yˆ such that Yˆ ∈ Rk×n where k ∈
R and k < m.
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Therefore dimensional reduction of Y produces a new matrix Yˆ such that there are fewer
rows, or features. This matrix is able to keep the important information from the original matrix.
This matrix dimension reduction uses the equation:
Yˆ = ΣˆV T(4.2)
[3] to rewrite Y as Yˆ . Σˆ is computed by setting the m-k smallest singular values (σi) to 0 (only
the k largest singular values remain) and V T is the same as in equation (4.1). Σˆ ∈ Rm×n, V T ∈
Rn×n, and when multiplied Yˆ ∈ Rm×n. Due to the structure of Σˆ having the last m-k rows all be 0,
the last m-k rows of Yˆ are also all 0. Therefore these rows can be removed, and Yˆ ∈ Rk×n. This
new Yˆ is the low dimensional projection of Y.
Since equation (4.1) states that U ,Σ, and V T can be computed for any matrix, any matrix can
use the method in equation (4.2) for dimension reduction. For real data in m-dimensional space,
each data point often falls within a lower dimensional subspace of the original data set. If this
occurs, like in the figure 4.1, then there will be several singular values close to or equal to 0. A
singular value close to 0 indicates that a given feature can be predicted by a linear combination
of other features. These singular values can be turned to 0 and replaced in Σˆ using equation
(4.2). This equation reduces the dimension of the data set without loosing information since the
features eliminated can be predicted from remaining features.
These singular values close to zero occur in real data because real data is never truly random.
A truly random matrix with entries between 0 and 1 will have data evenly dispersed between
dimensions and therefore the singular values will not be near 0. This implies that randomly
dispersed data can not be dimensionally reduced as seen in figure 4.2.
Thankfully, real data can often be dimensionally reduced [2]. When singular values are 0, this
reduction is trivial, but deciding what σi is small enough to remove depends on the circumstances
of the problem. The main dilemma is determining how much data should be preserved. The
number (k) of singular values kept are determined by the percent of information that must be
retained. For instance if 90% of the data was to be preserved, summing the values, from largest
to smallest, until k singular values whose sum was 90% of the total sum of the singular values.
Then the algorithm would remove all of the (m-k) singular values that were not included in the
top 90%. This is shown in the equation below where the original matrix had dimension m×n.
k∑
i=1
σi = (.9)
min(n,m)∑
i=1
σi(4.3)
Once these m-k σ’s were determined, they would be changed to 0 to create the Σˆ. The
corresponding rows and columns of zero’s on the diagonal of matrix Σˆ would be 0 in Yˆ when
equation (4.2) is applied. This new Yˆ preserves 90% of the variance of Y while being lower
dimensional.
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Figure 4.1: In this figure the principal of PCA dimension reduction is depicted. The green dots
are data points from a clean data set (no attacks). These points, although given in 3-dimensional
space, actually fit almost perfectly into the 2-dimension subspace. Therefore, using PCA, the data
can be compressed onto that plane with low error between the projected points and the original
points. Once the low dimensional data is produced, anomalous logs can be determined if they do
not lay on the green plane. The red points, which do not lay on the plane with the green dots, are
marked as anomalous. Note: this image is a cartoon to depict PCA dimension reduction, the true
data lies on much higher dimensional space
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Figure 4.2: In this figure random 3-dimensional data is depicted to represent that truly random
data cannot be nicely fit into a lower dimension.
4.1.1 Alternative to SVD PCA
Although SVD is the more traditional derivation of PCA, another approach will become useful
for this report. Eckart and Young in their 1936 report [3] proved that the optimization problem in
equation (4.4) is identical to the SVD method of PCA in equation (4.2). This optimization problem
was the original method for PCA and involves a minimization problem in place of the more well
known SVD. The same matrix Y ∈ Rm×n is assumed. The columns of Y represent the firewall logs
from the VAST 2011 data set and the rows are features for each firewall log. As with SVD, the
goal of the minimization problem is to determine a k-dimensional subspace of Y such that the
important information persists. To obtain the desired k-dimensional subspace, the minimization
equation below can be utilized.
min
L
‖L−Y ‖2F(4.4)
subject to ρ(L)< k
where L ∈ Rm×n, ‖L−Y ‖2F is the Frobenius Norm of L-Y (sum of the squares of entries of L-Y),
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ρ(L) is the rank of L (number of nonzero singular values of the matrix L) [2? ]. The methodology
is to minimize the error between the original points and the projected points to create the most
accurate data in a low dimensional subspace. This method provides a more flexible framework for
improving the algorithm to create Robust Principal Component Analysis, the dimension reduction
algorithm used in this report.
4.2 RPCA
Robust Principle Component Analysis (RPCA), is another form of dimension reduction of
data. While PCA is sensitive to outliers, RPCA can detect a more accurate representation of a low
dimensional space [2]. Figure 4.3 depicts a situation where PCA would not be able to handle the
data as well as RPCA. Note, this sensitivity to outliers in PCA can not easily be fixed by choosing
another value for k. In PCA, every singular value (σi) would be transformed by a single outlier.
For example a singular value in nominal data that would be close to 0 could change to arbitrarily
large if even a single outlier was added to the data set. Therefore RPCA is necessary to handle
this situation.
The problem of RPCA is to determine a low rank matrix L and sparse matrix S whose only
entries are the anomalies from Y. This problem must be solved without knowing k (the dimension
of L) or the location of the anomalous entries in S. In [4], an optimization problem was found to
solve RPCA. This optimization problem is:
min
L,S
ρ(L)+λ‖S‖0(4.5)
subject to |Y − (L+S)|=0
In this equation, L is the low rank matrix, ρ(L) is the rank of L, λ is the coupling constant (trade
off between L and S), and ‖S‖0 is the number of nonzero entries in S (ie the number of anomalies
detected [4]. Unfortunately this equation, although would result in the correct discovery of L and
S without knowing k or the locations of the anomalous entries in S, has no closed form solution.
Additionally a brute force approach would lead to an exponentially hard problem to solve. In the
2011 paper from Candes, Ma, and Wright [4], a few requirements were found, for the optimization
problem in equation (4.5), such that the discovery of L and S was guaranteed. Other works such
as [8–12] provide details on the guarantees for recovering L and S matrices. By including a few
additional requirements for the equation (4.5), the optimization can be solved. The requirements
are:
1. ρ(L) is not too large
2. S is reasonably sparse
3. require the columns of L to be incoherently far from the Standard basis
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Figure 4.3: This figure represents a possible set of data in 3-dimensional space. The training data
includes green and blue points which are all contained on the green plane. Therefore PCA would
reduce the 3-dimensional space to the 2-dimensional subspace of the green plane. In contrast
RPCA is able to recognize that the majority of the data is actually on a 1-dimensional line with
very few outliers. Therefore RPCA is able to reduce the dimensions even more than PCA would be
able to recognize. Both algorithms would mark the red points as anomalies, but RPCA is able to
determine the blue points are also slightly anomalous even though they are not specifically attacks.
Note: this image is a cartoon to depict PCA dimension reduction, the true data lies on much higher
dimensional space
4. require non-zero entries of S to be distributed evenly
These requirements create a solvable minimization problem, although these requirements may
not be possible to fulfill in real data.
With these requirements met, a solvable RPCA equation can be created [4].
min
L,S
‖L‖∗+λ‖S‖1(4.6)
subject to |Y − (L+S)| ≤ ²
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This convex relaxation can recover L and S. In this equation, ‖L‖∗ is the nuclear norm of L (sum
of the singular values of L), ‖S‖1 is the sum of the entries of S, λ is the coupling constant, and ²
is the set of point-wise error constraints to improve the noise from real world data. In Theorem
1.1 in [4], the theoretical best λ was shown to be 1p
max(m,n)
. Similar results were also found in
[12]. This λ perfectly recovers the low-rank and the sparse components of a matrix, but recovery
is not the problem this report is addressing. Indeed, in the context of anomaly detection the true
low-rank and sparse matrices are not the most important piece of information, but rather the
correct predictions of anomalies is important. Therefore the theoretical λ may not be the best λ
for the problem of anomaly detection. The selection of a new λ is one of the main focuses of this
report.
4.3 Previous Work
The work of this report is a continuation off of the discoveries made in [2]. [2] improved the
RPCA optimization through careful selection of λ. The coupling constant (λ) determines how
many outliers, or anomalies, are put into the S matrix. If λ is large, then no anomalies are placed
in the S matrix and the matrix is empty. This is equivalent to PCA. Otherwise, if λ is sufficiently
small then any slight anomaly will be placed in S. Therefore the paper [2], showed that choosing
a λ trained on the data was able to have a more accurate prediction rate on the testing data than
the theoretical λ given by [4] for the recovery problem. The process for implementing the work
performed in [2] is described in the algorithm below.
1. Select Y0, an initial slice of data without an attacks present. The slice will include firewall
logs as columns and features of the firewall logs as the rows.
2. Compute a L0 and S0 using equation (4.6) and several possible λ’s. (Note: S0 will not be
empty if λ is not sufficiently large since RPCA will predict anomalous data in S0, not just
attack data)
3. Select Ya, another slice of data which contains attacks. The slice will have the same number
of features as Y0 and contain attack firewall logs as well as not attack firewall logs.
4. Project Ya onto the subspace spanned by each L0 (one L0 for each λ tested) to compute La.
5. Determine the sparse anomalous matrix for Ya by setting Sa = Ya - La
6. Columns, or firewall logs, in Sa are flagged as anomalous based on a detection algorithm.
The detection algorithm in [2] originally flagged anomalies if the largest entry in the column
was greater than a threshold α. The best accuracy at predicting anomalies of the Sa’s was
the chosen λ. This detection process will be explained more in depth in section 7, Detection
Algorithms.
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This report will use the dimension reduction of RPCA with a trained λ to produce a projection
of the original data onto a lower dimensional subspace. This projection will minimize the error
between the original points and the projected points to have the most accurate, low dimensional
data. This lower dimensional data can then be used for a classification problem to determine if a
test firewall log is anomalous or not.
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ANOMALY DETECTION ALGORITHM SETUP
In order to use the modified RPCA algorithm to create a classification problem to detect
anomalies, the data must be set up appropriately. First, data without any anomalies must be
used to train the modified RPCA algorithm. This is the creation of Y0 from the first step in the
algorithm defined in section 4.3. This data is taken from the first day of the VAST 2011 data
set during a time period where no attacks occurred and combined with data from the third day
of the data set during a time when no attacks occurred. From the VAST 2011 data set, 5,000
firewall logs from each section of data were converted into a matrix. This matrix, known as Y0,
has firewall logs as columns and features of the firewall logs as rows. Duplicate firewall log data
was then removed and counted using the process defined in section 3.5. After duplicate firewall
logs were removed from the Y0 matrix, the matrix contained 555 features and 1,368 firewall logs.
5.1 Normalization
Once Y0 was created, the data needed to be normalized. Normalization of data makes vari-
ability in the data more significant. For this normalization, we used the z-score normalization
presented in [13]:
xi−µ
σ
(5.1)
xi is the row of the Y0 matrix (i.e. a feature), µ is the mean of the elements in xi, and σ is the
standard deviation of the elements in xi. Since our features are one-hot encoded, all elements in
the Y0 matrix are either 0 or 1 as explained in section 3.1. A possible feature could be not true (0)
for almost all firewall logs except for a couple firewall logs in Y0. Normalizing this feature would
lead to the common 0 entries staying close to 0, but the few 1 entries would be larger. The other
extreme is a feature that is not true (0) for a few firewall logs and true (1) for most firewall logs
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in Y0. Normalizing this feature would lead to the previous 0 entries to become farther from 0 and
the previous 1 entires to become close to 0. This normalization makes the infrequent entry of a
feature more prominent to the RPCA algorithm. This normalization allows the RPCA algorithm
to more easily identify variations and anomalies in the data. The normalized v.s. not normalized
graphs of S0 can be found in figure 5.1.
Figure 5.1: In this figure the normalized S0 matrix is on top where every row (feature) is normal-
ized using the z-score normalization. The values of the data are slightly higher in the normalized
data matrix. In the bottom heat map the S0 matrix is not normalized. The values are slightly
lower (less saturated red). The shape of the data in the matrices does not change, just the values.
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5.2 Apply RPCA
Once Y0 is determine and normalized, the modified RPCA algorithm was used to decompose
the matrix Y0 into two matrices, S0 and L0. This decomposition, computed for a variety of
different values for λ, was determined by equation (4.6). The decomposition for Y0 is:
Y0 = L0+λS0(5.2)
L0 will be a low rank matrix and S0 is the sparse matrix containing the anomalies of Y0 further
explained in section 4.2 [2]. Although Y0 contains no attacks, not all of the logs are the same.
There are rare events that occur in Y0 that are not attacks, but are picked up in S0. Therefore
even though there are no attacks in S0, the matrix is not empty. Additionally λ, defined in
section 4.2, determines how expensive it is to put anomalies into the S0 matrix. As the value of λ
increases, the number of elements placed in S0 decreases. Therefore, the variety of possible λ
values determine the sensitivity of the algorithm.
For this report, L0 and S0 were determined using 20 different λ’s between .025 and 1. This
step is equivalent to the second step in the algorithm defined in section 4.3. This range of possible
λ’s were determined since the minimum λ was small and close to the theoretical λ discovered in
[4]. The given Y0 matrix contained 1,368 unique firewall logs. Therefore the theoretical best λ
for the recovery problem was 1p
1368
≈ 0.027 which was rounded down to .025, the minimum λ.
Additionally, the maximum λ of 1 was determined by the closes λ to when S0 was empty. This
large λ is equivalent to PCA. Figure 5.2 is a graphic depicting possible S0 matrices with a variety
of possible λ values. For this graph, the there are 30 firewall logs (columns) and about 50 features
(rows). This small portion of data was used to visualize possible S0’s as λ varied.
Once L0 and S0 matrices were computed for each of the twenty λ’s, step 3 in the algorithm
in section 4.3 was completed. A new piece of the VAST 2011 Challenge Data containing 5,000
firewall logs and one type of attack is put in the same form as Y0. This new matrix (Y1) has
features as rows and firewall logs as columns, is normalized as described in section 5.1, and
duplicate firewall logs are removed using the method in 3.5. This Y1 matrix is equivalent to the
Ya matrix described in the third step of the algorithm in section 4.3.
Next, the new slice (Y1) is projected into the same low dimensional subspace spanned by each
L0 to return a new matrix L1 for each λ. This is equivalent to extracting the nominal part of Y1.
Then to compute S1, the equation below can be used [2].
S1 =Y1−L1(5.3)
This computation of S1 is the fifth step in the algorithm defined in section 4.3. For this report,
the detection algorithms are trained on Y1 and then tested on new Y matrices. These new Y
matrices contain the other two types of anomalies and are set up in the same way as Y0 and Y1.
The detection algorithms are trained on Y1 to determine which λ produces the most accurate
predictions on Y1. Once the algorithm is trained and the best λ is selected, the best λ is then
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Figure 5.2: This figure represents a possible S0 matrix and its variations as λ increases. The top
left heat map is a small λ which represents the theoretical λ for the recovery problem. With a small
λ, S0 is more dense as more outliers are placed into the S0 matrix. In the bottom right corner heat
map has a large λ which represents PCA. With a large λ, the L0 matrix will contain all of the
elements and therefore no outliers will be placed in the S0 matrix.
applied to create a new Y2 and Y3 for which S2 and S3 are calculated, as explained earlier, for
the detection algorithm to test the accuracy of anomaly predictions on. The accuracy on the new
Y matrices is the true accuracy of the prediction model. This process is explained in further detail
in chapter 7.
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POSSIBLE DETECTION ALGORITHMS
Once the matrices for each slice of firewall logs were projected into a low dimensional subspace
and the S matrices were defined, a detection algorithm was needed to identify the anomalies. In
the previous paper by Kathleen Kay, Randy Paffenroth, and L Servi [2], a Threshold Detection
algorithm was used as the classification algorithm applied to the S matrices. Threshold Detection
will be further explained in chapter 7. This classification algorithm is simple, and a novel aspect
of this report is implementing a more complex classification algorithm on the S matrices. In this
section several classification algorithms will be defined for which the final classification algorithm
of random forests was implemented and tested in this report.
6.1 Classification Trees
The first type of classification algorithm presented in this report is classification trees. Further
information of classification trees can be found in [7, 14]. The output of classification trees are
qualitative values, for our purposes the responses are anomalous and not anomalous. These trees
could be used to split up the final S matrix into categories (branches) based on the features to
determine if a specific column (firewall log) is anomalous or not. A firewall log would be placed
into one branch of the tree based on its subset of features which matched the subset of features
for the branch of the tree. Then the firewall log would be marked as anomalous if the majority
of training points with the same subset of features were also anomalous. This would lead to a
classification error rate which is the percent of training firewall logs in the branch which differed
from the response of the branch. The equation for the classification error rate is below [7]:
E = 1−max
k
pˆmk(6.1)
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where pˆmk is the proportion of firewall logs in the mth region (branch) that are from the kth
class. The kth class is either anomalous or not anomalous and is determined by which response is
more prominent in the current branch. Therefore if 40 firewall logs were in one branch of the
classification tree based on their features, and 35 of the firewall logs were anomalous, that branch
would be anomalous and the classification error rate would be 540=.125. However, classification
error rate is not sensitive for tree growing and the tree would be unbalanced. Therefore the Gini
index, or cross-entropy measures, are preferred. The Gini index is below: [7]:
G =
K∑
k=1
pˆmk(1− pˆmk)(6.2)
The Gini index ensures a balanced tree where pˆmk, m, and k are the same as the classification
error rate. If the mth branch is pure (all firewall logs are of the same classification) then the
Gini index will be the lowest. Therefore minimizing the Gini index ensures that the tree will be
balanced and accurate. The Gini index ensures that a significant majority of firewall logs in a
single branch of the tree will be of a single classification. The other measure which is commonly
used to ensure a balanced tree is cross-entropy. The equation for cross-entropy is below: [7]:
D =
K∑
k=1
pˆmk log pˆmk(6.3)
The variables for the cross-entropy measure are the same as Gini index and also ensure a balanced
tree. When the mth branch is pure the cross-entropy measure is also the lowest. Therefore the
Gini index and cross-entropy measures are numerically similar when the branches are pure. Any
of the three measures: classification error, Gini index, or cross-entropy can be used to prune a
tree.
Pruning a tree is when the entire tree is created and then the tree is cut so only the top
portion of the tree remains. The final size of the pruned tree can be obtained by cross-validation
(testing on different subsections of the training data to determine which final size of the tree is
most accurate in predictions). A full tree is prone to overfitting to the training set, but pruning a
tree reduces variance. Variance is the amount by which a statistical learning model changes for
different training data [7].
A high variance causes small changes in the training set which results in large changes in
the statistical learning model. This can effect the efficiency of the model on the testing data. A
low variance can increase the accuracy of a model. Although, there is a trade-off as the variance
of a model decreases. As variance decreases, bias of the model increases.
Bias is the error associated with using a model that is too simple for the complexity of a data
set [7]. For example, using a linear regression model on complicated problem would probably
result in bias, since it is unlikely a real-world problem would have a strictly linear relationship.
Therefore, by assuming the relationship is linear, bias is introduced into the problem. This may
also occur in more complicated problems.
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Figure 6.1: This figure is an example of a possible pruned classification tree for the VAST 2011
data set. This tree has the first split on whether or not the firewall log is from the Internet. If the
log is from the Internet then it follows to the left, if it is not from the Internet then it follows to the
right. The next subsection is whether or not the firewall log went to the Internet. Again, left means
the log did go to the Internet and right means the log did not. Finally, if the firewall log is goes to
and from the Internet, then the port number is checked. The letters at the bottom indicate whether
or not the majority of the training firewall logs in each branch were anomalous or not. Where A
stands for anomalous and N stands for not anomalous. This tree is pruned since, in full tree, all
555 features would be utilized as splits in the tree, yet this tree only looks at the top 3 splits.
A statistical model must balance the trade-off of variance and bias. Classification trees can
be improved to reduce the variance without increasing the bias of the model significantly. One
method to reduce variance is through bagging.
6.2 Bagging
Bagging can be applied to improve statistical learning methods by decreasing variance.
Classification trees have a high variance since results vary greatly based on the training data
given. For instance if the data for the tree was split into two, and a unique tree was fit to both
data sets, the results for each tree could be very different. If numerous trees were fit to unique
data sets and the results were averaged, the variance would be lower. Bagging is the processes of
fitting several models and taking the average of their results in order to reduce variance. More
information on bagging can be found in [7, 15, 16].
Assume there is a set of observations, in our case this would be a training set of firewall
logs. This set has a variance of σ2. This variance can be reduced by averaging the several (n)
sets of data to get a variance of σ
2
n . This new variance is smaller than the original variance of
σ2. Therefore averaging the training sets of data decreases the variance of the data. A simple
example of bagging applied to the VAST 2011 data can be found in figure 6.2.
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Figure 6.2: In this figure is an example of bagging for the VAST 2011 data set. Each of the
above trees would have been fit to a new set of data. It is important to note that a true bagging
example would not include pruned trees such as this example, but the pruned trees are necessary to
reasonably visually represent the features. Then to determine if a new firewall log was an anomaly
the average response from the trees would be taken. Therefore if a new log was from the Internet,
not to Internet, to a mail server, and had a port number larger than 1024, the first and second
trees would predict the new log was an anomaly while the third tree would predict that the the
log is not an anomaly. Therefore the overall prediction of bagging would be 23 change the log was
anomalous based on the trees.
Unfortunately, acquiring n additional training sets of data to perform this average on is not a
viable solution. Therefore bootstrapping can be used to create additional data sets needed for
bagging to decrease the variance of a model.
6.3 Bootstrapping
Bootstrapping is the process of taking repeated random samples from one data set to get
many smaller sets. This can be accomplished by random sampling with replacement. This is
depicted in the figure 6.3. This method of bootstrapping data can be performed numerous times
to get new data. From these newly created data sets, bagging can be applied to the several sets
created from the original data. Bootstrapping eliminates limitations of bagging by creating new
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Figure 6.3: In this figure an example of bootstrapping, sampling with replacement, is shown.
The left rectangle is a set of 5 data points to be bootstrapped. The right rectangle is a possible
bootstrapped data set. The new data set is the same length as the original, where each new point
is a random selection from the entire original set. Therefore there can be repeats in the new
bootstrapped sample.
data sets from the original instead of having to obtain more original data. This method could be
applied to the VAST 2011 data set by taking a bunch of random samples with replacement from
the training set and using them as unique training sets to average and therefore reduce variance.
From B different bootstrapped sets, B classification trees can be calculated and averaging the
results will improve the variance of the data. For the best results, these trees are not pruned and
are deep to increase the variance and decrease the bias. The equation for this single, low-variance
statistical learning model is below, where fˆ ∗b(x) is each classification tree [7].
fˆbag(x)=
1
B
B∑
b=1
fˆ ∗b(x)(6.4)
6.4 Random Forest Classifier
Random Forest Classifier builds upon the strategy used in bagging and is the final method
chosen for the classification algorithm in this report. Random Forest Classification was proposed
by Leo Breiman in 2001 [17]. The Random Forest Classifier takes the average of several classi-
fication trees, like bagging, but focuses more on how the classification trees are built from the
bootstrapped data. In bagging, the trees are built using all predictors and the best predictor is
always chosen for each split in the tree. If there is one strong predictor, then most trees will use
this predictor first and the trees will not vary too much. Random Forest Classifier ensures the
trees vary from each other so that taking the average of the trees reduces the variance of the
model. Ensuring the variance of the trees is accomplished by only using a random sample of m
predictors for each tree. m < p (total number of predictors) and for random forests m is usually
pp [7, 17]. This allows for trees to use different first predictors and therefore allows the trees
to vary more. This variance in the trees reduces the overall variance of the statistical learning
model created using equation (6.4).
The random forest trees in figure 6.4 are different from the bagging trees in figure 6.1 because
each tree only contains a subset of the features. In the bagging example, the from Internet
feature is much stronger than any other feature and is continuously the first feature of the tree.
This provides less variability in the trees, but the random forest doesn’t always have the from
Internet feature first and therefore the trees are much more variable. This variability is the
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Figure 6.4: In this figure is a small example of a random forest on the VAST 2011 data set. Each
of the above trees would have been fit to a new set of data. Each of these trees only had 3 of the
5 total features used throughout the trees. For instance, the first tree only has port < 1024, Filer
Server, and Mail Server. Then the second tree has a different subset of features including Mail
Server, To Internet, and Port < 1024.
unique addition given by random forests. Once the forest is created, the process to determine if a
new log is anomalous or not is the same as for Bagging.
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IMPLEMENTED DETECTION ALGORITHMS
Once the S1 values were determined for each possible λ (as explain in section 5.2), a detection
algorithm had to be trained on S1 to determine which λ to use to calculate S2 and S3. The
detection algorithm was then utilized to determine the accuracy of predictions on S2 and S3.
The detection algorithm determined which columns (firewall logs) of S2 and S3 were anomalies.
Three separate anomaly detection algorithms were tested in this report.
7.1 Threshold Detection
The most basic detection algorithm utilized in this report is threshold detection. This detection
algorithm is the same as the detection algorithm used in [2]. The main principal of this detection
algorithm determines a column of S to be anomalous if the maximum element in the column, or
infinity norm, is above some threshold (α). The best λ and α are both unknown and therefore
need to be determined from data.
To simplify the number of α’s tested, a small amount of data snooping was performed to
determine the best α. For each firewall log in S1, the max elements was determined. The known
attack columns were noted and the max elements of the known attack columns were recorded.
From there the smallest of these elements was chosen as the α for the set. With this α, the true
positive rate (TPR) and false positive rates (FPR), were recorded. This process was completed for
each λ and S1 pair and the λ which produced the highest TPR and lowest FPR was selected as
the λ for the algorithm.
In our results for threshold detection, we trained the detection algorithm on the Remote
Desktop Protocol attack. For this attack, λ = .175 and α = 2.284. α was tested between 2.23 and
2.28 and an α = 2.26 produced a TPR = 1 and FPR = 0. A small section of this S1 matrix can be
found in figure 7.1. The dark red areas represent max elements over the threshold of α, therefore
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Figure 7.1: In this figure is a small section of the S1 matrix for the RDP attack where only the
first 21 firewall logs and 21 features are depicted. Firewall logs 3-8 contain features with which
have values greater than 2.26. Therefore these firewall logs would be marked as anomalous.
the firewall logs (columns) which contain dark colors would be marked as anomalous. These
firewall logs were all correctly marked as anomalous to produce the TPR of 1 and FPR of 0 which
led to the use of λ = .175 and α = 2.26 as the variables for the threshold detection algorithm
This λ and α were then used to determine anomalies for two other sets of data in the VAST
2011 data set. A Y2 and Y3 were created each containing a new, unique type of attack from the
VAST 2011 data. Y2 contained the DoS attack and Y3 contained the undocumented computer
added to the network attack. This data was fit into a matrix in the same way as Y0 and Y1 and
normalized as explained in section 5. Then an S2 and S3 were calculated using the λ determined
by the detection algorithm as explained in section 5.2. This detection algorithm is applied to
S2 and S3 using the threshold α. Therefore attacks can be predicted on an entirely new set of
data without knowing where the real attacks are. The results from this threshold detection are
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depicted in figure 7.2 where training on the RDP attack correctly predicted the DoS attack but
not the undocumented computer attack.
Figure 7.2: In this figure the results of Threshold Detection trained on the RDP attack with λ =
.175 and α = 2.26 are presented. The blue line represent the max element (infinity norm) in each
column(firewall log). The red line is the threshold (α) where any firewall logs with infinity norm
greater than the red line are marked as anomalous. The dotted black lines are the true attack
firewall logs which were unknown to the detection algorithm for the DoS and undocumented
computer attacks. The detection algorithm correctly marked all of the true attacks as anomalies
in the DoS and RDP attacks. Since the detection algorithm is trained on RDP, this result was
previously known that the TPR =1 and FPR = 0. The interesting result is that the DoS attack,
which is entirely new data with a different type of attack, is also predicted correctly from the
detection algorithm. The DoS attack has three true attacks which are the three firewall logs with
infinity norms above α. Therefore DoS attack also has a TPR of 1 and a FPR of 0. Unfortunately
this accurate predicting does not hold true for the undocumented computer attack which had a
TPR = 0 and a FPR = 0 since no firewall logs were marked as anomalous.
To analyze the result from the undocumented computer attack, the infinity norms were
analyzed. While the minimum infinity norm for any column in the DoS or RDP attack slices was
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above 2, the minimum infinity norm for undocumented computer attack was 0.924. Additionally
the maximum infinity norm for the undocumented computer attack was 1.01, which is not close
to the set threshold α. Therefore no columns of the undocumented computer attack are close to
the threshold. This result will be analyzed more in section 9.1.
7.2 Top Two Elements
Another detection algorithm tested was similar to the threshold detection algorithm, and
also determined which columns (firewall logs) of S1 were anomalous by which values were above
a threshold (β). The threshold β is larger than the previous threshold α. A firewall log was
anomalous if the sum of the two largest elements in a column (firewall log) of an S matrix were
above the threshold β. This detection algorithm is trained on S1 with several λ’s to determine
the "best" combination of λ and β. This combination produces the highest TPR and lowest FPR.
This means that the most real attacks are marked as anomalies and the least non-attacks are
marked as anomalies. The more important feature is making sure the detection algorithm marks
all real attacks as anomalous.
This detection algorithm was tested using the same method as the threshold detection
algorithm. Top two element detection was also trained on the RDP attack. Again forty different
λ’s were tested between .075 and .275. Of these λ’s, 3 produced a TPR of 1 and a FPR of 0.
These λ’s were 0.178, 0.183, and 0.234, with β’s of 4.482, 4.4, 4.408 using the data snooping trick
explained in the previous section. Then λ = .175, .18, and .235 were tested with several different
β’s. For λ = .175, only a β of 4.48 produced a FPR of 0. For λ = .18, only a β of 4.4 produced a FPR
of 0. For λ = .235, the best β of 4.4 produced a FPR of .0006. Therefore λ of .175 was chosen with
β = 4.48 as the variables for the detection algorithm.
Once λ and β were determined, the detection algorithm was tested on the DoS and undocu-
mented computer slices of data used to test the threshold detection algorithm. The result is in
figure 7.3.
This result for the undocumented computer attack is not surprising since threshold detection
algorithm was also unable to predict the undocumented computer attacks. Further explanation
on the undocumented computer attack is given in section 9.1.
7.3 Random Forest Classifier
Random Forests can also be utilized to determine which columns of S1 are anomalous. This
method is more complex than the previous two methods and is explained in section 6.4. Random
Forest Classification was implemented using scikit-learn in python [18]. Random Forests was
trained on the RDP attack and tested on the DoS and undocumented computer added to the
network attacks. On the DoS attack the Random Forest Classifier predicted with 100% accuracy
the 4963 anomalies and 37 not anomalous firewall logs. When running cross-validation the mean
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Figure 7.3: In this figure the results of Top Two element Detection trained on the RDP attack with
λ = .175 and β = 4.48 are presented. The red line is the threshold (β). The dashed lines indicate
the locations of true attacks. The blue line is the sum of the max two elements in each column of S.
RDP attack has a known TRP of 1 and FPR of 0, since the detection algorithm was trained on
RDP attack. The detection algorithm is able to accurately predict the three anomalies in the DoS
attack and was unable to predict any of the anomalies in the undocumented computer attack. This
result is identical to the result of the threshold detection algorithm in the previous section.
cross-validation score showed the random forest classifier had a 99% accuracy on predicting
anomalies in the DoS attack slice. For undocumented computer, the cross-validation accuracy
was .997709920993 although there were no true positive anomalies found. When applying the
random forest classifier to undocumented computer attack, all four anomalies were marked as not
anomalies. Additionally, when looking at the percent of trees in the random forest that predicted
the anomalies in the undocumented computer attack to actually be anomalous, there were only
1%. Therefore 99% of the trees in the random forest indicated that the four anomalies in the
undocumented computer attack would be not anomalous.
Random forest classification was tested on 76 possible λ’s between .025 and .2. Of these 76
only 6 did not accurately predict the anomalies in the DoS attack slice. These λ’s were 0.025,
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0.027, 0.03, 0.032, 0.116, and 0.135. Every other λ between .025 and .2 accurately predicted the
4963 anomalies in the DoS attack slice. Unfortunately none of these λ’s were able to accurately
predict any of the 4 anomalies in the undocumented computer attack slice. This result on the
undocumented computer is identical to the previous detection algorithms and will be explained
further in section 9.1.
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AFFECT OF λ ON EACH DETECTION ALGORITHM
After depicting the results of each of the detection algorithms separately, this section will
analyze the relationships between results of the threshold detection algorithm and the random
forest algorithm. Top two element detection algorithm was ignored for this section since the results
for this detection algorithm were identical to the results from threshold detection. Additionally,
the effects of λ on each detection algorithm will be analyzed.
8.1 Detection Algorithms trained on DoS attack
In figures 8.1 and 8.2, the accuracies for varying λ’s for the two detection algorithms are
recorded. The smallest λ = .025 is equivalent to the best theoretical λ for the recovery problem
which is defined in section 5.2.
The theoretical best λ for the recovery problem has 100% FPR for the slice of data the
detection algorithm was trained on. This means that even after training the threshold algorithm
to have the best α, the threshold detection was still unable to predict the anomalies. In this
particular situation, every firewall log in the slice of data was marked as anomalous. With the
best theoretical λ (.025) and the α selected from training Threshold detection on the DoS attack,
the threshold detection algorithm was tested on the RDP attack and the undocumented computer
attack. For the theoretical best λ, the FPR was again 100% in the RDP attack slice. This indicates
that the detection algorithm predicted all of the firewall logs to be anomalies. When the threshold
detection algorithm was applied to the undocumented computer slice, not a single firewall logs
was marked as anomalous.
Alternatively, if the best λ on the DoS attack was chosen with the corresponding α, the
accuracy of predictions greatly increased. If λ = .175 was selected, the FPR and FNR were both
0 indicating 100% accuracy in predicting anomalies. When these values were in the threshold
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detection algorithm to detect anomalies in RDP attack, the results were not as accurate. The
FPR for λ = .175 on the RDP attack was still 0, yet the FNR was 50%. Since there were only
two true attacks in the RDP slice of data, the detection algorithm was only able to predict one
of the attacks. Again, the undocumented computer attack detection predicted no anomalies as
originally shown in section 7.1.
Figure 8.1: In this figure is the detection accuracy of the threshold detection algorithm trained on
the DoS attack. For 20 λ’s between .025 and .1, the FPR and FNR’s were marked on the plot. A lot
FPR and low FNR is the best accuracy in detection of anomalies in the given slice of data.
Compared to the threshold detection algorithm trained on DoS attack, the random forest
detection algorithm trained on the DoS attack greatly improved the accuracy of predicting
anomalies. Figure 8.2 represents the results of the random forest detection algorithm trained
on the DoS attack. When the random forest was trained on the DoS attack, the forest could
accurately predict every anomaly in the DoS attack. Additionally the random forest fairly
accurately predicted the RDP attack. Even the λ which produced the worst testing result on the
RDP attack (the theoretical best λ) had a FPR significantly lower than the equivalent FPR of the
threshold detection algorithm. The worst detection accuracy for the random forest had a FNR of 0
and a FPR of .002, indicating that all of the attacks were correctly detected and a few additional
firewall logs which were not attacks were marked as anomalous by the detection algorithm. This
accuracy is an improvement on the best accuracy of the threshold detection algorithm which was
a FPR of 0 but a FNR of .5. Therefore, in the problem of anomaly detection, the significance of
not predicting an anomaly was greater than claiming additional firewall logs are anomalous. The
random forest detection algorithm had a better overall prediction accuracy and the theoretical λ
was not the best λ for the detection algorithm. Finally, selecting the largest λ, which is equivalent
to PCA, provided the best accuracy on the RDP testing slice. Unfortunately the undocumented
computer attack was unable to be predicted.
8.2 Detection Algorithms trained on the RDP attack
The detection algorithms trained on the RDP attack were analyzed with similar methods
as the detection algorithms trained on the DoS attack in section 8.1. The threshold detection
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Figure 8.2: In this figure is the detection accuracy of the random forest detection algorithm
trained on the DoS attack. For 20 λ’s between .025 and .1, the FPR and FNR’s were marked on the
plot. A lot FPR and low FNR is the best accuracy in detection of anomalies in the given slice of
data.
algorithm trained on RDP attack is represented in figure 8.3. In this figure, the theoretical best λ
(λ = .025) represents the worst accuracy in detection. This result is repeated from the detection
algorithms trained on the DoS attack. When λ = .025, the FPR = 1. This indicated that all firewall
logs in the RDP slice were marked as anomalous. The same FPR occurred for the testing of the
algorithm on the DoS attack. Marking every firewall log is not useful for predicting which of the
firewall logs are true anomalies. Therefore the theoretical best λ was not the best λ for predicting
anomalies in the threshold detection algorithm trained on the RDP attack. If λ was trained on
the RDP slice, the λ chosen for the detection algorithm would be .7 since the FPR and FNR of the
RDP attack were both 0. This λ produces a 100% accuracy on the RDP attack and, when testing
on the DoS attack, the accuracy is also 100%. Therefore training λ on RDP attack performed
significantly better than the λ given by theory.
Figure 8.3: In this figure is the detection accuracy of the threshold detection algorithm trained on
the RDP attack. For 20 λ’s between .025 and .1, the FPR and FNR’s were marked on the plot. A lot
FPR and low FNR is the best accuracy in detection of anomalies in the given slice of data.
In Figure 8.4, the random forest detection algorithm trained on the RDP attack is represented.
As with the random forest detection trained on the DoS attack, the random forest classifier was
able to correctly predict every attack firewall log in the trained slice of data. The accuracy of
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predictions in the RDP attack slice was 100%. Additionally, selecting any λ above .025 performed
with a 100% accuracy on the testing data in the DoS attack. This selection of the best λ include
the largest λ which was equivalent to PCA. The large λ produced the best detection accuracy on
the training and testing slices. Again the worst selection of λ was the λ provided by theory. As
with the detection algorithms trained on DoS attack, the random forest classifier trained on RDP
attack always had a higher accuracy. Even when λ = .025, the FNR of the testing data was only
0.14. This FNR was significantly better than the FPR of 1 in the threshold detection algorithm
trained on RDP attack. Therefore the best λ was not the λ provided by theory and the random
forest detection algorithm performed better than the threshold detection algorithm on both the
testing and training data. These results were identical to the results found when the detection
algorithms were trained on DoS attack. Unfortunately the undocumented computer attack was
again unable to be predicted by either detection algorithm.
Figure 8.4: In this figure is the detection accuracy of the random forest detection algorithm
trained on the RDP attack. For 20 λ’s between .025 and .1, the FPR and FNR’s were marked on
the plot. A lot FPR and low FNR is the best accuracy in detection of anomalies in the given slice of
data.
8.3 Detection Algorithms trained on Undocumented Computer
attack
The final comparison between the detection algorithms was for the detection algorithms
trained on the undocumented computer attack. Figure 8.5 represented the threshold detection
algorithm trained on the undocumented computer attack. Again the theoretical best λ produced
the worst accuracy for the detection algorithm. Additionally selecting the best λ (λ = .8) from the
undocumented computer trained set was able to accurately predict the DoS testing slice with
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100% accuracy, but the RDP attacks were not able to be predicted.
Figure 8.5: In this figure is the detection accuracy of the threshold detection algorithm trained
on the undocumented computer attack. For 20 λ’s between .025 and .1, the FPR and FNR’s were
marked on the plot. A lot FPR and low FNR is the best accuracy in detection of anomalies in the
given slice of data.
Figure 8.6 represents the random forest detection algorithm trained on the undocumented
computer attack. Again the theoretical best λ had the worst prediction accuracy, but selecting
the high λ equivalent to PCA did not provide an improved detection accuracy.
Figure 8.6: In this figure is the detection accuracy of the random forest detection algorithm
trained on the undocumented computer attack. For 20 λ’s between .025 and .1, the FPR and FNR’s
were marked on the plot. A lot FPR and low FNR is the best accuracy in detection of anomalies in
the given slice of data.
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ANOMALY DETECTION CONCLUSIONS
9.1 Future Work on Anomaly Detection
For each of the detection algorithm’s investigated, no detection algorithm was able to ac-
curately predict the undocumented computer attack. An interesting observation about the
undocumented computer attack can be found in the difference in its number of large singular
values in Figure 9.1. The DoS and RDP attacks both had a small number of singular values
within the given range of λs. The maximum number of singular values above 10 for the largest
λ, for both the DoS and RDP attacks, was less than 60. The undocumented computer had over
200 singular values that were over 10. This indicates that a large majority of the variance in the
undocumented computer attack occurs within 200-dimensional space as opposed to the other
attacks where the majority of the variance is in less than 60-dimensional space. This indicated
that the majority of the data from the undocumented computer attack lies within the L matrix
described in section 4.2. From this observation, there is an increased likelihood that the attacks in
the undocumented computer slice actually occurred in the L matrix, instead of the S matrix. Since
the detection algorithms were tested on the S matrices, the undocumented computer attack would
not be able to be predicted. Therefore, further research into the where the attacks lay within
the undocumented computer slice could lead to better detection accuracy of the undocumented
computer attacks.
9.2 Anomaly Detection Conclusions
1. RPCA anomaly detection was accurate on sparse anomalies. In each of the types of anoma-
lies, only 2-4 of the unique firewall logs were actually anomalies. Therefore an interesting
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Figure 9.1: In this figure is a plot of the singular values for each type of attack for a range of λs.
The smallest λ is equivalent to the theoretical best λ for the prediction problem and the largest λ
is equivalent to PCA.
result of the anomaly detection is actually being able to predict these anomalies when they
are so rare in the data.
2. The theoretical best λ for the recovery problem was not the best λ for the anomaly detection
problem in this paper. Each of the detection algorithms proved that a λ trained on the data
provided more accurate detection of anomalies than the theoretical λ.
3. Random forest classification provided better accuracy of anomaly detection than the thresh-
old detection algorithm. For each slice the detection algorithm was trained on, the random
forest classification resulted in lower FPR and FNR than the threshold detection algorithm.
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VISUALIZATION SYSTEM
With the anomaly detection portion of this report completed, we then focused on the develop-
ment of a novel visualization system. Our visualization system supports several goals related
to anomaly analysis. Users of the system can inspect a familiar overview of network traffic
and computed features, select individual anomalies for follow-up, and analyze an anomaly’s
context to assess whether those anomalies should be escalated. We strove to meet these goals
by providing familiar overviews of network features and allowing users to sort and filter traffic
by selections while maintaining the context of the general overview in order to aid in pattern
matching and help users separate anomalous traffic from regular traffic. We took inspiration from
existing visualizations that have been done in this design space, and designed a visualization
system comprised of multiple elements. Our system consists of a network overview, a feature
view, and a detail view, that will allow users to view traffic and attributes over time and sort
logs by attributes in order to analyze specific elements of log files, as well as view anomalies in
the context of general network traffic, and see which of the features of anomalous firewall logs
implicated the log as anomalous.
10.1 Related Work
We began by looking at publications that also used VAST 2011 MC2 data in their work. One
of these papers, University of Buenos Aires – svc+canvas+processing heatmaps, utilized heatmaps
and parallel coordinates to analyze the VAST data and detect attacks by means of visual analysis
[19]. Using parallel coordinates visuals one can quickly glean much information about a specific
selection, especially with interactivity such as brushing and filtering. However, this visual can
quickly become overburdened with large traffic flows. One such example is attempting to inspect
an anomaly embedded within a DoS attack. Without proper filtering based on DoS specific
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knowledge for that situation, this visualization becomes a messy and hard to navigate. This
naturally led us to find work done with parallel sets as a scalable alternative. However, in
switching to parallel sets one loses temporal information and the ability to inspect traffic per log
or packet.
Figure 10.1: Heatmap used in University of Buenos Aires – svc+canvas+processing heatmaps.
Each horizontal line represents a new day, with each square of the heatmap representing one
minute in the day. The green line represents the DoS attack on the Web Server in day 1 of the
VAST data[19].
The author of University of Buenos Aires – svc+canvas+processing heatmaps, Walter Lamagna
synchronized the multiple data sources provided by the VAST 2011 MC2: IDS logs, PCAP files,
Firewall, and Security logs. Lamagna then used a heatmap, seen in Figure 10.1, to visualize this
data, although he doesn’t talk about what led him to this choice. With the heatmap in Figure
10.1, Lamagna was able to easily detect the DoS attack in the first day of the VAST data. He used
this heatmap in conjunction with parallel coordinate graphs to provide a more close-up view of
each square of the data.
One of the papers that we drew the most inspiration from was Understanding the Contexts of
Network Traffic Alerts (CoNTA), by Bram Cappers and Jarke van Wijk. As the title suggests, this
paper focused on providing users with context when they received network traffic alerts from
an IDS. This context allowed users to compare and contrast anomalies with normal network
traffic while also provided with message level information in order to help make decisions on
whether a group of alerts are are associated and whether or not to escalate the alerts or mark
them as a false alarm [20]. Visualization this information also helps network security analysts
make visually identify patterns to between alerts and the messages that caused them.
CoNTA utilizes coordinated multiple views to allow users to refine selections based on
attributes present in the network overview, something that we also chose to incorporate in our
visualization. Their coordinated multiple views allowed users to look at a broad overview of
network traffic and refine, or filter, that view based on interactions with attributes presented as
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Figure 10.2: Graphical user interface of the prototype in Understanding the Contexts of Network
Traffic Alerts. Histograms are used to display attribute frequencies for both normal and anomalous
traffic[20].
scented widgets. The overview could then be modified to show all alerts pertinent to that view.
Changing how alerts are viewed and selecting alerts allowed users to sort by attributes relevant
to the investigation. From this point a user could inspect individual alerts to begin drilling down
on the root cause of any sequence alerts and make selections to view in a wider context . The
histograms on the left side in Figure 10.2, in the view labeled "C", show data for an already
selected time range. The histograms on the far left displays the attributes frequencies of regular
network data and the ones on the right of those show attributes attribute frequencies of traffic
that their IDS alerted on [20].
Figure 10.3: Prototype system used to detect "Man-in-the-Middle behavior using selection-based
attribute ranking." [20] Users select a time range from the timeline on the left. Then, they can view
the attributes and see how they are divided up. They can rank attributes, and then view them
again, allowing them to refine their selections.
One of the examples from the paper, shown in Figure 10.3, is using the prototype system
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to detect a "Man-in-the-Middle" attack. To accomplish this, users follow the workflow shown in
the figure: select a time range, divide it up, rank attributes, refine selection, and repeat. This
reinforces the idea that interaction is one of the central elements in CoNTA [20].
In their study, Cappers and van Wijk used two different data sets, one artificial set involving
5 hosts, 80,000 messages, and 170 attributes. The other was a real-world data set consisting of 3
days of recorded internal SMB2 network traffic from a university. For the second data set, they
had no ground truth [20].
By contrast, our study, on the VAST 2011 MC2 data, involved over 248 internal hosts, and
over 12,942,561 lines of firewall logs. We created 555 attributes, and we did have ground truth for
the entire dataset. The studies also differ in that we examined firewall data, whereas Cappers
and van Wijk used IDS alerts instead. IDS alerts are something that we will discuss in Future
Work.
Another visualization that we took some inspiration from is the INFUSE system. The paper
that introduces this system, INFUSE: Interactive Feature Selection for Predictive Modeling of
High Dimensional Data gave us both an idea for our own visualization, as well as some ideas of
the things that we wanted to avoid in our visualization.
Figure 10.4: An overview of the INFUSE system [21]. Users can view the impact of different
attributes, which aids in feature engineering. Each icon represents a feature, divided into 4
quadrants. The amount of black in each quadrant specifies a low heuristic value, meaning that
the more black present overall in an icon, on average, the less useful the feature is.
Figure 10.4 shows the INFUSE system, a system that is designed to aid users in feature
selection, by showing which features are the most influential in their algorithms. Looking at
this system, we noticed that it is very crowded: lots of small, dense data is represented. The
authors of the paper also notes, in their conclusion, the need for clutter reduction in their system
[21]. We did like the idea of showing which features are the most useful after anomaly detection
has already been run, and we incorporated this element in the Feature View component of our
visualization. We also determined that our system should be easier to use for end-users and have
a simpler interface.
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Both of these systems contributed to our overall design. From CoNTA, we derived a general
structure for our system, and the idea of multiple views. From INFUSE, we designed the Feature
View component of our system, and saw ways in which we could make our visualization system
more user-friendly.
10.2 Visualization Design Space
Visualizations have been built from network data since the late 1990’s. The field has come a
long way since then. Many earlier visualizations focused on providing a broad overview of network
traffic for exploration of an entire network trace. Others focus on showing an enumeration of
network traffic, in an attempt to give context for pattern matching, while allowing users to inspect
points of interest. Most of these exploratory visualizations work towards some common goals.
They mainly attempt to meet three objectives: gain awareness through visualization of some
enumeration of network attributes, provide sorted selections or allow users to refine traffic by
their own selections, and allow users to inspect traffic in order to get the fine details. We believe
these are important goals to strive for in a visualization for cyber security.
Many of the earlier visualizations that we’ve seen would be very outdated by today’s standards,
and there hasn’t been much previous work done that attempts to integrate anomaly detection
into the visualization as well as feature engineering. A lot of the systems we saw were for
visualizing network data in general, with no real anomaly detection involved, or for visualizing
features for feature selection algorithm creation [21]. One of the earliest papers that we looked
at, Data Mining Approaches for Intrusion Detection discussed the need for a support environment
driving pattern recognition, feature engineering, and the evaluation of detection models [22]. The
authors brought up the need to be able to assist users in pattern recognition related to anomalous
network traffic, as well as integrate the feature engineering process and evaluation of an anomaly
detection model into a cohesive system. Earlier systems, like PixelCarpet, used mostly static
views, and ran into issues scaling to data with hundreds of features [23], whereas newer systems
coordinate multiple views to help users link different data sources together, allowing them to
filter results and quickly reduce the workspace down to a selection relevant to an anomaly or
alert.
In the paper Bridging the Gap of Network Management and Anomaly Detection through
Interactive Visualization, many different types of visualizations are discussed. The paper covers
Area Charts, Gantt Charts, Treemaps, Network Graphs, and the concept of linking [24]. The
authors of this paper put forth the idea for a web-based visualization tool that utilizes these
different views to show different aspects of the data. These views would be linked together, so
that users would be able to investigate the diverse elements of whichever part of the data they
wanted to. Linking views together can yield much deeper insight into the data, and can make
finding causal relationships easier, as well as uncover unforeseen connections. Linking multiple
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views together is a practice called Coordinated Multiple Views [25]. The authors worked with the
VAST 2013 data set to create their visualization system [24].
Many projects used timeline overviews of a network capture to show the frequency of traffic
over time[26], and some also used multiple views to allow users to make a selection and inspect
specific traffic[20]. Figure 10.5 shows one example of this. It shows Botnet traffic capture, broken
up by port, effectively showing traffic frequencies over a certain time range. This allows users
of this visualization to effectively look at traffic density over time, and has the added benefit of
narrowing this down to specific port traffic.
Figure 10.5: Botnet traffic capture cube-root scale histogram[26]. This graph shows frequency of
network traffic over time. The traffic here is broken up according to port.
The network overviews allowed cyber security analysts to view network representations in a
familiar format in order to quickly gauge traffic fluctuations based on any selection of attributes
within the network. Multiple views could be utilized coordinate selections on various features
and sort out traffic down to a specific sub-selection of packets or sensor alerts to begin a deep
inspection and while still being able to connect that selection back to a broader overview where a
user can gain context for their selection. Another common theme of modern network anomaly
visualizations is the notion of preserving network context, even when looking at specific packet
data [27]. Both of these elements, broad overviews with the ability to sort by network feature, are
crucial for allowing a cyber security analyst to filter large network captures down to selections
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that are relevant to a current investigation while maintain the context of the rest of the traffic.
The context of how a packet or firewall log appears in a network can be invaluable for cyber
security analysts, both in determining if the packet is anomalous, as well as for the purpose
of aiding in the process of pattern recognition. A system that allows a user to customize views
such that their selections begin to reveal recognizable patterns is an invaluable feature that any
visualization system should strive to produce.
With this project’s specific focus on feature engineering and cyber security anomaly detection,
we decided that rather than implement a visualization with just one view, or focused on one
specific goal, we would implement a system of visualizations that utilized multiple coordinated
views, such as the visualization prototype in Understanding the Contexts of Network Traffic
Alerts[20]. This would allow us to show how the features that we engineered impacted the
anomaly detection, as well as provide users with useful context about the network and detailed
information about each firewall log that they were interested in.
10.3 Design Process
The process of planning a new visualization system involved looking at previous visualization
for cyber security work. We began with an iterative process of taking ideas from other works
and creating one-off visualizations in order to gain a sense of what works and what doesn’t work
in terms of information gained, ease of use, and scalability. This work flow also gave us the
opportunity to approach our final design modularly by swapping out our pre-made visualizations
in the final system before settling on a combination that best served our goals.
Our visualization system went through multiple iterations before we settled on our final layout
and component views. We started off creating simple visualizations in python, and eventually
reached our current web-based interactive system, with multiple views and ways for users to
investigate the data.
1. Python
The earliest versions of our visualization system were in python, running simple PCA on
raw data values from the .csv PCAP and Firewall files. This was more to get accustomed to
working with the VAST data than it was to achieve meaningful visualization progress. One of the
major things we learned during this time was the usefulness of feature engineering vs. running
algorithms on raw data. When making these visualizations, we colored data according to the
ground truth that we had from the VAST solution document which detailed the attacks. At the
time of the visualization seen in Figure 10.6, we only had a feature set of around 20. None of
these features were raw data from the firewall .csv files, these features were the more uniform
type of features that we implemented later in the project.
One thing these early visualizations also helped us to determine was which attacks we
wanted to focus on. Seen here in Figure 10.6, green dots representing the SMTP email attack
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Figure 10.6: One of our last python plots using just PCA. Jitter was introduced to this plot to
show the difference between dense clusters and more sparse clusters. Green dots represent the
SMTP email attack (one we later chose not to pursue), and red represent the RDP attack during
day 2 of the VAST 2011 data set. Blue dots represent all other firewall logs.
did not stand out from regular network data because the contents of that email are what make
it malicious but we cannot not analyze message contents with firewall logs, which only provide
connection data. This was using matplotlib’s implementation of PCA in python, not the more
advanced algorithms that were implemented later, but it did get us to take another look at the
data.
The red dots in Figure 10.6, representing the RDP attack, did stand out from the rest, even
though our feature set at the time was much more limited than our final feature set. This was
the only attack that noticeably stood out from other traffic and was thus marked as anomalous
by way of visual inspection.
2. Web-Based
We then transitioned into building web-based visualizations and created our first traffic
overview using C3, a D3-based reusable chart library. C3’s simple JSON chart definitions and
chart API allowed us to quickly build interactive charts with coordinated subviews. The overview
timeline, which was populated from the firewall log, not the packet capture data, allowed users
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to select a time range and get a "zoomed-in" view of the range that they selected with an auto-
adjusting x-axis. This feature, while originally simply used for viewing the frequency of packets
during a certain time range, eventually became useful to us to provide users with additional
detail on the selected time range (something we will discuss in the Components section). The
chart API also allowed us to define our own call-back functions for user interactions, simplifying
the task of providing a table of a sub-selection upon user request.
Figure 10.7: The first complete timeline in our web-based implementation. The red highlighted
area on the left represents the DoS attack. The RDP and Undocumented Computer Added (UDC)
are also labeled. No region has been selected for zoom-in here.
The visualization in Figure 10.7 was our first complete Overview module. This was later
improved for the final version of our system. The final version was used to view output from the
anomaly detection algorithm vs ground truth in the context of the full network traffic.
3. Parallel Coordinates
Figure 10.8: Our parallel coordinates implementation. The blue lines each represent one firewall
log, and the locations they cross on the vertical axes represent their values for those fields. The
table below shows the same data, but in the original table format.
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Next, we experimented with parallel coordinates graphs, coupled with a table, both co-reactive
to interactions with the other element. This view has the ability to provide a large amount of
information in a format that is quick to understand. Unfortunately, when approaching large traffic
flows this representation quickly becomes cluttered and hard to digest, even when interactive
brushing renders only a user’s selection.
We rendered a parallel coordinates chart from a small subset of the first day of firewall logs.
The chart was slow to load and created a messy layout. This test showed the need for more
work in user filtering and customization. Should a user choose a smaller subset of traffic from
a separate coordinated view and choose which attributes to render on the parallel coordinate
chart, they may be able to achieve a suitable visualization through their own work. This required
deeper front and back end work on a visualization without a promising future. For this reason we
chose to leave further exploration of this visualization for future work and continued elsewhere.
4. Final Iteration
Our final system consists of 3 main component views: the Network Overview, the Feature
View, and the Detail View. A final Attribute view We found that by incorporating multiple views,
we could provide users with both specific information on their selected firewall logs, as well as
context about the overall network traffic surrounding those logs.
10.4 Components
1. Network Overview
The overview module of our visualization allows users to look at a wide range of firewall
logs over time. This element of the visualization helps to serve as the first line of detection for
anomalies such as DoS attacks, where the network is flooded with packets, as that stands out
easily in a frequency graph.
Figure 10.9: Overview of all firewall logs over time. Users can select a range from the bottom
portion of this view, and see a zoomed-in look at that range in the top portion. Areas shaded red
indicate where we ran anomaly detection. Detected anomalies are marked with red lines.
In Figure 10.9, which was mocked up with our prototype, the red regions are where the
anomaly detection algorithm was run on the data. Red lines are detected anomalies, and gray
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lines represent ground-truth attacks. The subgraph below shows a small overview of the entire
time period. A subsection of the overall range has been selected, showing a zoomed-in view of the
region above where anomaly detection was run.
Users may brush over time ranges within the view by clicking and dragging, which allows
them to see a zoomed-in view with more detail. The selected time range sets the time boundaries
for the views in the rest of the visualization system.
2. Detail View
The detail view presents users with more information on specific time ranges in the log file.
The detail view is populated with all of the log files in the range that users select in the overview.
The detail view displays a table where users can see the low-level firewall log data, as well as a
series of graphs which show frequencies of features over the selected time range. The user can
select a row from the table to see a feature view for that specific log.
Figure 10.10: Detail View (Graph Component). This view shows feature frequencies over a time
range specified by the user.
The detail view in Figure 10.10 shows four features and their frequencies over time during a
time range specified by a user. Not pictured in this figure is the table where users can select a
row from the firewall log to see specific data in the feature view.
3. Feature View
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The feature view presents users with information on the features of whichever log they select.
These features are from the feature set that we created earlier on, and users can see which of the
555 attributes were present in this row of the log file, as well as where this file differed from the
norm, and why it was marked as an anomaly, if it was. Features are shown in blue if they are
present, and if a feature is anomalous it is marked in orange. Small orange tick marks denote
that the lack of a feature was anomalous. All features are labeled with the name of that specific
feature, so that users can determine which elements caused that row to be marked as anomalous
or not by the algorithm.
Figure 10.11: Feature View in our visualization system. Orange lines indicate which features
were implicated by the algorithm as anomalous. Blue lines indicate whether or not a feature is
present.
The feature view in Figure 10.11 shows a range of features (all 555 would not be legible in
one page width) for a line selected from the firewall log by a user within the detail view.
10.5 Case Study: RDP
In order to evaluate the performance of our visualization system we staged a user in the
position of conducting an investigation and the subsequent incident response after the anomaly
detection algorithm marked a selection of firewall logs as anomalous . For our purposes we will
only be using scans from the same regions that our anomaly detection algorithm was tested on.
Therefore, the user in this case will have three days of firewall logs along with anomaly indicators
representing output from the anamoly detection output run on a couple slices of the entire three
days.
1. Using the Overview
Figure 10.12: Here we select a tight range around the detected anomaly in our Network Overview.
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We first select the range that we would like to investigate with the Overview tool (see Figure
10.12. Looking at the timeline, we can select the range immediately surrounding the RDP attack,
shown to the user as "ANOMALY", which has been detected by our anomaly detection system.
In the overview, we can now see the traffic immediately around the detected anomaly. Within
that time period of the detected anomaly there are only 51 firewall logs. There are no obvious
patterns in the frequency of traffic to indicate that there is malicious intent here. Therefore, the
user takes away the number of firewall logs present in the time period and continues down to the
other views.
2. Using the Detail View
With the graph component of the Detail View, seen in Figure 10.13, we can see the frequencies
of features over the selected time range we selected in the Overview. From here, we can quickly
identify the features that were unique to the RDP attack, as the graphs will depict flat lines of
few occurrences with sudden spikes during the attack. We can select these features to sort the
table element of the Detail View to display logs with these features first. Beginning with a visual
inspection, there aren’t many attributes that stand out during that time period. Despite lack of
detail available from firewall logs, we still see three obvious peaks in frequency. Combing through
the graphs we begin to find attributes with activity in our selected time period. We found three
attributes here that were sparsely distributed and had a visible peak of activity during the time
period of the anomaly.
Figure 10.13: Selecting the first feature from the graph view results in our anomalous log
appearing as top row of the table.
The top graph in Figure 10.13 shows traffic to port 3389, which happens to be the remote
desktop protocol port. Only ports of known services that are actively used inside our time period
will appear in these views. Zooming out from the time period in the chart will show that the use
of this service across the network is sparse, therefore this attribute is of value to us so we select
it to pin the view and continue investigating.
Next, we came across the second graph showing a priority of "Emerg". This one contains a
more predominent spike. We adjust the view to see there are only two logs in our time range and
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only three over all three days. This implies that our firewall may have picked up on the anomaly
as well. The final graph shows a direction of empty, which further investigation will show that it
is a side effect of the "Emerg" priority. This chart is the most obvious sign of an anomaly as it
both shows a spike in activity solely inside of our time range and indicates that the firewall is
logging "empty" rows meaning that there is a cause for a serious investigation in this area. At
this point we would be ready to escalate the anomaly to an "attack" or network violation and
begin a deeper investigation.
With the table element of the Detail View, we can inspect individual lines of the firewall
log. From the selections that we made in the graph component, we know the logs that we are
looking for will be at the top of the table view. We can sort the table by any of the three attributes
discovered from the feature views. However, we will continue the use of the table view without
the knowledge gained from the detail view described above.
An analyst that continues straight from the overview to the table view can sort the table by
anomaly and arrive directly at the rows that were implicated by the anomaly detection algorithm.
Assuming knowledge of the rules set by the network administrator, we immediately realize that
port 3389 or the remote desktop protocol service, along with a source IP originating from outside
of our network means this connection is violating the company’s network policy. At this point we
escalate the anomaly and respond to this incident most likely by revising our firewall policy to
block those connections instead of allowing them with a warning.
3. Inspecting the Features
Selecting a firewall log from the table view above brings us to the feature view of that log. In
the Feature View, we can see all of the features for the log that we selected in the Detail View. We
can view all of the features that the log does or does not possess, and can compare these with the
features of regular data by selecting other lines from the table element of the Detail View. This
way, we can see why the log was marked as anomalous, as well as how it compares to regular
network traffic. In this case, we confirmed that the anomaly was implicated due to the attributes
we pinned. In a different scenario we may arrive at this view and find no reason for it to be
marked as anomalous. In this case we would begin investigating the reason it was marked by the
anomaly detection algorithm in order to make changes and improve the algorithm as necessary.
In this way we can include feedback from investigations as part our analysis of anomaly detection
and use it as a feedback loop from which to better fit the algorithm to our particular network.
10.6 Uses
In our case studies with the VAST 2011 MC2 data, we found that our visualization helped to
more easily show the results of the anomaly detection algorithm. By highlighting the anomalies
that were detected with the algorithm users could easily brush over sections of firewall data and
drill down to see which attributes are active in the time period of their selection and use that
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knowledge to sort a table of logs to inspect line by line alongside knowledge of which specific rows
were marked as anomalous.
We believe that the overall system can be helpful to network analysts conducting incident
response by helping to determining where attacks have occurred on their network, even when
those attacks are not previously defined. If the anomaly detection algorithm is run on areas
where the user thinks that there has been an attack, and the algorithm has been trained on
previous attacks on the network, then our case studies have shown that it has been able to detect
attacks, albeit only from our limited dataset. The visualization component should help users to
not only identify attacks, but determine where they came from and how they differ from regular
network traffic.
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FUTURE WORK IN DATA VISUALIZATION
The time-frame of our project as well as our group size meant that we were limited in what
we could accomplish, and as such we were able to get a satisfactory protoype which works with
the anomaly detection algorithm, but there were still other avenues that we would have liked to
explore.
11.1 IDS and PCAP Data
Using only firewall logs constricted our analysis to network policy violations due to the nature
of this data source as meta-data about connections as opposed to message level contents. While
the VAST 2011 MC2 data is full of useful data sources, and contains useful representations of
anomalies and attacks, none of these attacks we targeted for our anomaly detection algorithm
are present in the PCAP data. We would like to work with either real-world packet captures or
curated datasets where packet capture was done on regions of the network where anomalies
existed.
Our project’s time-frame also caused us to choose not to work with IDS logs. Visualizing IDS
logs and presents another difficulty for our final visualization. IDS logs would be an interesting
addition to the project, either if used in conjunction with firewall and PCAP data to create
additional features or used alone to create a different feature set. It would, however, introduce a
problem of trying to fit in this second source of network alerts in a distinct manner from anomaly
detection output.
Something that would also be interesting to implement would be using vulnerability scans to
create features based on specific vulnerabilities within the network. An example of this would
be if a vulnerability scan reported that a machine with IP:X had a vulnerability on port:Y. To
engineer useful features for this specific threat, we could create a feature to be something like
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"DestinationIP:X and DestinationPort:Y" to isolate this specific vulnerability. This would make
traffic that was implicated by this feature to stand out slightly from the rest.
11.2 Real-Time System
Another feature that we would like to implement would be to make the visualization, and also
anomaly detection, available in real-time, or close to real time. At this point, the visualizations
take a few seconds each to load, and the anomaly detection takes a few seconds to run on each
5000-line slice of firewall data. The visualizations would be able to work in a real time system
that updated only every few seconds, but the anomaly detection would end up slowing things
down in a larger network or if used on broader sections of data. In a small network with fewer
firewall log lines per minute, it could be feasible to implement our entire system, albeit with some
changes to our firewall log processing pipeline.
Currently, our visualization runs off of an SQL database, and the anomaly detection is run on
.csv files that are generated by running our feature-engineering code on the original .csv firewall
log files. In a real-time system, the saving of these .csv files and loading them, which is done
in python and is not involved with our visualization web interface at this time, would cause
significant slowdowns beyond just the processing time for each slice of data. With enough time to
develop however, it would be possible to streamline this process into one workflow, and create a
data pipeline to introduce concurrency into the process and achieve near real-time analysis.
11.3 Deep Packet Inspection
Deep packet inspection features would also be an element that we would be interested in
adding to this project. With our current data source, we are limited in the depth of detail we
can provide and inspect in our visualization system. By definition, this means we cannot detect
APTs (Advanced Persistent Threats), malicious users that are using knowledge of our network
architecture to hide their activity. However, if we were able to work with PCAP data instead,
including packet features and message level contexts would help this system take the next step
towards being a fully integrated incident response system for all types of attacks. Currently, a
user would have to match firewall logs to packets in a separetly open application (i.e. Wireshark)
in order to achieve the level of depth necessary to investigate APTs.
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VISUALIZATION CONCLUSIONS
Our visualization system ended up being comprised of multiple, fairly simple views. The
views work in conjunction with each other to provide users with network context, as well as
low-level firewall log details. Our system is able to incorporate the results of our anomaly
detection algorithm in such a way that end users are able to easily spot and investigate identified
anomalies.
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